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"I could not love this book more. A palpable instant classic, infused with wisdom,
generosity, and achievable deliciousness. Every page feels like a blessing."--Nigella
Lawson "Claudia Roden channels the sun and warm glow of the Mediterranean. To
read Claudia is to sit at her table, with everything, simply, as it should be. Pull up a
chair for the food; stay at the table for the stories."--Yotam Ottolenghi Join worldrenowned food writer Claudia Roden on a culinary journey across the Mediterranean,
all from the comfort of your own dinner table. Widely credited with revolutionizing
Western attitudes to Middle Eastern and Mediterranean food, Claudia is a living legend.
Though best known for her deep dives into cuisines, in this timeless collection of
simple, beautiful recipes, she shares the food she loves and cooks for friends and
family. You'll find tried-and-true favorites from France, Greece, and Spain to Egypt,
Turkey, and Morocco, inspired by Claudia's decades of travel and research throughout
the region. The many flavors of the Mediterranean are highlighted in dishes such as
Chicken with Apricots and Pistachios, Vegetable Couscous, Eggplant in a Spicy Honey
Sauce with Soft Goat Cheese, Bean Stew with Chorizo and Bacon, Plum Clafoutis, and
so many more. From appetizers to desserts, Claudia distills a life's worth of traveling
and eating her way through the Mediterranean, presenting a selection of the recipes
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that she cooks the most often because they bring the most joy.
A collection of stories and 100 sweet and savory French-inspired recipes from popular
food blogger David Lebovitz, reflecting the way Parisians eat today and featuring lush
photography taken around Paris and in David's Parisian kitchen. In 2004, David
Lebovitz packed up his most treasured cookbooks, a well-worn cast-iron skillet, and his
laptop and moved to Paris. In that time, the culinary culture of France has shifted as a
new generation of chefs and home cooks—most notably in Paris—incorporates
ingredients and techniques from around the world into traditional French dishes. In My
Paris Kitchen, David remasters the classics, introduces lesser-known fare, and
presents 100 sweet and savory recipes that reflect the way modern Parisians eat today.
You’ll find Soupe à l’oignon, Cassoulet, Coq au vin, and Croque-monsieur, as well as
Smoky barbecue-style pork, Lamb shank tagine, Dukkah-roasted cauliflower, Salt cod
fritters with tartar sauce, and Wheat berry salad with radicchio, root vegetables, and
pomegranate. And of course, there’s dessert: Warm chocolate cake with salted butter
caramel sauce, Duck fat cookies, Bay leaf poundcake with orange glaze, French
cheesecake...and the list goes on. David also shares stories told with his trademark wit
and humor, and lush photography taken on location around Paris and in David’s
kitchen reveals the quirks, trials, beauty, and joys of life in the culinary capital of the
world.
Collects recipes from Finland, Greece, Cyprus, South Africa, and Italy that reflect the
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author's world travels, multicultural heritage, and family traditions.
With this beautiful collection, you can enjoy nutritious recipes that look good and taste
even better. Each chapter contains innovative and exciting recipes, using wholesome
ingredients and fresh flavors to create pure and tasty meals. From breakfasts through
to lunch, dinner, dessert, and drinks, there is a healthy option for every meal of the day.
Be good to yourself with this collection of simple and delicious recipes!
Over hundreds of years, various ethnic groups have passed through Samarkand,
sharing and influencing each other's cuisine and leaving their culinary stamp. This book
is a love letter to Central Asia and the Caucasus, containing personal travel essays and
recipes little known in the West that have been expertly adapted for the home cook. An
array of delicious dishes introduce the region and its different ethnic groups - Uzbek,
Tajik, Russian, Turkish, Korean, Caucasian and Jewish - along with a detailed
introduction on the Silk Road and a useful cupboard of essential ingredients. Chapters
are divided into Shared Table, Soups, Roast Meats & Kebabs, Warming Dishes, Pilavs
& Plovs, Accompaniments, Breads & Doughs, Drinks and Desserts. 100 recipes are
showcased, including Apricot & Red Lentil Soup, Chapli Kebabs with Tomato Relish,
Rosh Hashanah Palov with Barberries, Pomegranate and Quince, Curd Pancakes with
Red Berry Compote and the all-important breads of the region. And with evocative
travel features like On the Road to Samarkand, A Banquet on the Caspian Sea and
Shopping for Spices under Solomon's Throne, you will be charmed and enticed by this
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region and its cuisine, which has remained relatively untouched in centuries.
In the 1960s Claudia Roden introduced Americans to a new world of tastes in her
classic A Book of Middle Eastern Food. Now, in her enchanting new book, Arabesque,
she revisits the three countries with the most exciting cuisines today—Morocco, Turkey,
and Lebanon. Interweaving history, stories, and her own observations, she gives us
150 of the most delectable recipes: some of them new discoveries, some reworkings of
classic dishes—all of them made even more accessible and delicious for today’s home
cook. From Morocco, the most exquisite and refined cuisine of North Africa: couscous
dishes; multilayered pies; delicately flavored tagines; ways of marrying meat, poultry, or
fish with fruit to create extraordinary combinations of spicy, savory, and sweet. From
Turkey, a highly sophisticated cuisine that dates back to the Ottoman Empire yet
reflects many new influences today: a delicious array of kebabs, fillo pies, eggplant
dishes in many guises, bulgur and chickpea salads, stuffed grape leaves and peppers,
and sweet puddings. From Lebanon, a cuisine of great diversity: a wide variety of
mezze (those tempting appetizers that can make a meal all on their own); dishes
featuring sun-drenched Middle Eastern vegetables and dried legumes; and national
specialties such as kibbeh, meatballs with pine nuts, and lamb shanks with yogurt.
Claudia Roden knows this part of the world so intimately that we delight in being in such
good hands as she translates the subtle play of flavors and simple cooking techniques
to our own home kitchens.
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BEST COOKBOOK OF THE YEAR - Observer Food Monthly Awards 2014 Persiana:
the new must have cookbook. Sabrina Ghayour's debut cookbook Persiana is an
instant classic.... The Golden Girl - Observer Food Monthly A celebration of the food
and flavours from the regions near the Southern and Eastern shores of the
Mediterranean Sea, with over 100 recipes for modern and accessible Middle Eastern
dishes, including Lamb & Sour Cherry Meatballs; Chicken, Preserved Lemon & Olive
Tagine; Blood Orange & Radicchio Salad; Persian Flatbread; and Spiced Carrot,
Pistachio & Coconut Cake with Rosewater Cream.
The author demonstrates, through the history of the Black Sea area and the disputed
regions of Russia, Turkey, Romania, Greece, and Caucasus, that "the meanings of
'community, ' 'nationhood, ' and 'cultural independence' are both fierce and disturbingly
uncertain."
SamarkandRecipes and Stories from Central Asia and the CaucasusKyle Books

Eight hundred recipes from around the world represent the finest in traditional
and contemporary Jewish cookery, featuring dishes from Russia, Syria, India,
North and South America, Africa, the Mediterranean, and Israel
A collection of 60+ flavor-packed recipes for ice creams and frozen treats rooted
in Mexico's rich and revered ice cream traditions. This new offering from the
incredibly popular baker and sweets maker Fany Gerson, the powerhouse behind
Brooklyn's La Newyorkina and Dough, showcases the incredibly diverse flavors
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of Mexican ice cream while exploring the cultural aspects of preparing and
consuming ice cream in Mexico. Gerson uses unique ingredients to create
exciting and fresh flavors like Red Prickly Pear Ice Cream, Oaxacan-style Lime
Sorbet, Avocado-Chocolate Ice Cream, and Rice-Almond Ice Cream with
Cinnamon. All recipes are created with the home cook in mind, and written in
Fany's knowledgeable but accessible voice. Mexican Ice Cream features vibrant
location photography and captures the authentic Mexican heladerias that Gerson
has been visiting for decades. For anyone looking to up their summer ice cream
game, this is the book.
Over hundreds of years, various ethnic groups have passed through Samarkand,
sharing and influencing each other's cuisine and leaving their culinary stamp.
This book is a love letter to Central Asia and the Caucasus, containing personal
travel essays and recipes little known in the West that have been expertly
adapted for the home cook. An array of delicious dishes introduce the region and
its different ethnic groups-Uzbek, Tajik, Russian, Turkish, Korean, Caucasian,
and Jewish-along with a detailed introduction to the Silk Road and a useful store
cupboard of essential ingredients. Chapters are divided into A Shared Table,
Soups, Roast Meats & Kebabs, Warming Food for Long Winters, Plovs & Pilafs,
Accompaniments, Breads & Doughs, Drinks, and Desserts & Sweetmeats. One
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hundred recipes are showcased, including Apricot & Red Lentil Soup, Chapli
Kebabs, Rosh Hashanah Plov with Barberries, Pomegranate, & Quince, Kefir
Pancakes with Blackberry Syrup, and the all-important regional breads. And with
evocative travel features such as Lunch on the Road to Samarkand, A Banquet
on the Caspian Sea, and Shopping under Kyrgyzstan's Sacred Mountain, you will
be charmed and enticed by this relatively untouched region and its cuisine.
James Beard Award-winning and self-made chef Naomi Pomeroy's debut
cookbook, featuring nearly 140 lesson-driven recipes designed to improve the
home cook's understanding of professional techniques and flavor combinations in
order to produce simple, but show-stopping meals. Naomi Pomeroy knows that
the best recipes are the ones that make you a better cook. A twenty-year veteran
chef with four restaurants to her name, she learned her trade not in fancy culinary
schools but by reading cookbooks. From Madeleine Kamman and Charlie Trotter
to Alice Waters and Gray Kunz, Naomi cooked her way through the classics,
studying French technique, learning how to shop for produce, and mastering
balance, acidity, and seasoning. In Taste & Technique, Naomi shares her hardwon knowledge, passion, and experience along with nearly 140 recipes that
outline the fundamentals of cooking. By paring back complex dishes to the
building-block techniques used to create them, Naomi takes you through each
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recipe step by step, distilling detailed culinary information to reveal the simple
methods chefs use to get professional results. Recipes for sauces, starters,
salads, vegetables, and desserts can be mixed and matched with poultry, beef,
lamb, seafood, and egg dishes to create show-stopping meals all year round.
Practice braising and searing with a Milk-Braised Pork Shoulder, then pair it with
Orange-Caraway Glazed Carrots in the springtime or Caramelized Delicata
Squash in the winter. Prepare an impressive Herbed Leg of Lamb for a holiday
gathering, and accompany it with Spring Pea Risotto or Blistered Cauliflower with
Anchovy, Garlic, and Chile Flakes. With detailed sections on ingredients,
equipment, and techniques, this inspiring, beautifully photographed guide
demystifies the hows and whys of cooking and gives you the confidence and
know-how to become a masterful cook.
A compendium of Jewish recipes, both modern and classic, from the flagship
location of the national organization that celebrates community and embraces
diversity. Across the continent, JCCs are cultural epicenters of modern Jewish
life. The buildings are hives of activity; at any given moment, hundreds of people
of all ages, backgrounds, interests, and opinions gather to engage in a myriad of
activities. And nothing says community more than food. While sitting down to
enjoy a meal together is undeniably bonding, working together to prepare it is
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even more so. Now, three chefs who are longstanding members of the JCC
Manhattan share classic recipes such as Weekly Challah, Latkes Four Ways,
and Pumpkin Rugelach, plus an inspiring selection of contemporary dishes with a
farm-to-table emphasis and international flavors: Fig and Fennel Bread, Iraqi
Lamb Burgers, Brussels Sprouts with Pomegranate and Citrus Glaze, and much
more. Holiday menu suggestions and a complete chart grouping recipes by
dietary restriction (meat, pareve, dairy) are included as well. With anecdotal
contributions from JCCs all around the country, this cookbook highlights the
JCC's vibrant, eclectic community-and celebrates all of its many flavors.
In this eagerly awaited follow up to Pakistani cookbook Summers Under the
Tamarind Tree, food writer and cookery teacher Sumayya Usmani continues her
journey of discovery through the exotic cuisine of her native Pakistan. Mountain
Berries and Desert Spice introduces home cooks to Pakistani desserts and
explores their unique significance in the country’s culture and traditions. The 70
authentic and family recipes travel from the foothills of the Hindu Kush mountains
in the north (where berries and fruits grow in abundance), via the fertile Punjab
(with its rice- and grain-based desserts) to the Arabian sea in the south, where
saffron- and cardamom-laced sweet recipes are a favourite. From the sweet
snacks shared between friends over coffee to sumptuous desserts fit for lavish
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weddings, Sumayya tempts the reader with beautiful, easily achieved recipes that
anyone can savour.
Summers Under the Tamarind Tree is a contemporary Pakistani cookbook
celebrating the varied, exciting and often-overlooked cuisine of a beautiful
country. In it, former lawyer-turned-food writer and cookery teacher Sumayya
Usmani captures the rich and aromatic pleasure of Pakistani cooking through
more than 100 recipes. She also celebrates the heritage and traditions of her
home country and looks back on a happy childhood spent in the kitchen with her
grandmother and mother. Pakistani food is influenced by some of the world’s
greatest cuisines. With a rich coastline, it enjoys spiced seafood and amazing
fish dishes; while its borders with Iran, Afghanistan, India and China ensure
strong Arabic, Persian and varied Asian flavours. Sumayya brings these together
beautifully showcasing the exotic yet achievable recipes of Pakistan.
Modern Peruvian cuisine - with soul Food is a serious business in Lima and
restaurateur Martin Morales, whose top Soho restaurant opened to wide acclaim
in 2012, has travelled the length and breadth of Peru to discover the country's
best dishes. This collection is his life's passion; it will inspire home cooks to try
fresh, healthy and delicious new recipes. From sizzling barbecued anticuchos,
superfood quinoa salads, delicate baked corn breads, juicy saltados and lucuma
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ice, CEVICHE brings the colours and tastes of Peru to the home kitchen. With its
uniquely tactile design, it is impossible not to love.
A reflective visual essay exploring the cultural landscape and geography of the
vast Turkic-speaking world, from the mercantile cities of Uzbekistan to littleexplored pockets of the Baltics and the frozen wastes of Yakutia in eastern
Siberia.
Grandmothers from eight eastern African countries welcome you into their kitchens to share
flavorful recipes and stories of family, love, and tradition in this transporting cookbook-meetstravelogue. “Their food is alive with the flavors of mangoes, cinnamon, dates, and plantains
and rich with the history of the continent that had been a culinary unknown for much too
long.”—Jessica B. Harris, food historian, journalist, and public speaker IACP AWARD FINALIST
• LONGLISTED FOR THE ART OF EATING PRIZE • NAMED ONE OF THE BEST
COOKBOOKS OF THE YEAR BY The New Yorker • The New York Times Book Review • The
Washington Post • Bon Appétit • NPR • San Francisco Chronicle • Food Network • Vogue •
Delish • The Guardian • Smithsonian Magazine • Salon • Town & Country In this incredible
volume, Somali chef Hawa Hassan and food writer Julia Turshen present 75 recipes and
stories gathered from bibis (or grandmothers) from eight African nations: South Africa,
Mozambique, Madagascar, Comoros, Tanzania, Kenya, Somalia, and Eritrea. Most notably,
these eight countries are at the backbone of the spice trade, many of them exporters of things
like pepper and vanilla. We meet women such as Ma Shara, who helps tourists “see the real
Zanzibar” by teaching them how to make her famous Ajemi Bread with Carrots and Green
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Pepper; Ma Vicky, who now lives in suburban New York and makes Matoke (Stewed Plantains
with Beans and Beef) to bring the flavor of Tanzania to her American home; and Ma Gehennet
from Eritrea who shares her recipes for Kicha (Eritrean Flatbread) and Shiro (Ground Chickpea
Stew). Through Hawa’s writing—and her own personal story—the women, and the stories
behind the recipes, come to life. With evocative photography shot on location by Khadija
Farah, and food photography by Jennifer May, In Bibi's Kitchen uses food to teach us all about
families, war, loss, migration, refuge, and sanctuary.
'Barberries, fresh herbs, date molasses, dried limes, saffron; Yasmin's Persian pantry staples
are a roll call of my favourite ingredients. Her recipes are a mouthwatering showcase of a
beautiful country' Yotam Ottolenghi 'Not just a great cookbook but a book full of stories – a love
letter to Iran and its people' Diana Henry Armed with little more than a notebook and a bottle of
pomegranate molasses, British-Iranian cook Yasmin Khan traversed Iran in search of the
country's most delicious recipes. Her quest took her from the snowy mountains of Tabriz and
the paddyfields of Gilan to the cosmopolitan cafés of Tehran and the pomegranate orchards of
Isfahan, where she was welcomed into the homes of artists, farmers, electricians and teachers.
Through her travels, she gained a unique insight into the culinary secrets of the Persian
kitchen and the lives of ordinary Iranians today. In The Saffron Tales, Yasmin weaves together
a tapestry of stories from Iranian home kitchens with exclusive photography and fragrant,
modern recipes that are rooted in the rich tradition of Persian cooking. All fully accessible for
the home cook, Yasmin's recipes range from the inimitable fesenjoon (chicken with walnuts
and pomegranates) tokofte berenji (lamb meatballs stuffed with prunes and barberries) and
ghalyieh maygoo (prawn, coriander and tamarind stew). She also offers a wealth of vegetarian
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dishes, including tahcheen (baked saffron and aubergine rice) and domaj (mixed herb,
flatbread and feta salad), as well as sumptuous desserts such as rose and almond cake, and
sour cherry and dark chocolate cookies. With stunning photography from all corners of Iran
and gorgeous recipe images, this lavish cookbook rejoices in the land, life, flavours and food of
an enigmatic and beautiful country.
In recipes and reminiscences equally delicious, Edna Lewis celebrates the uniquely American
country cooking she grew up with some fifty years ago in a small Virginia Piedmont farming
community that had been settled by freed slaves. With menus for the four seasons, she shares
the ways her family prepared and enjoyed food, savoring the delights of each special time of
year: • The fresh taste of spring—the first shad, wild mushrooms, garden strawberries, field
greens and salads . . . honey from woodland bees . . . a ring mold of chicken with wild
mushroom sauce . . . the treat of braised mutton after sheepshearing. • The feasts of
summer—garden-ripe vegetables and fruits relished at the peak of flavor . . . pan-fried chicken,
sage-flavored pork tenderloin, spicy baked tomatoes, corn pudding, fresh blackberry cobbler,
and more, for hungry neighbors on Wheat-Threshing Day . . . Sunday Revival, the event of the
year, when Edna’s mother would pack up as many as fifteen dishes (what with her pickles and
breads and pies) to be spread out on linen-covered picnic tables under the church’s shady
oaks . . . hot afternoons cooled with a bowl of crushed peaches or hand-cranked custard ice
cream. • The harvest of fall—a fine dinner of baked country ham, roasted newly dug sweet
potatoes, and warm apple pie after a day of corn-shucking . . . the hunting season, with the
deliciously “different” taste of game fattened on hickory nuts and persimmons . . . hogbutchering time and the making of sausages and liver pudding . . . and Emancipation Day with
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its rich and generous thanksgiving dinner. • The hearty fare of winter—holiday time, the
sideboard laden with all the special foods of Christmas for company dropping by . . . the cold
months warmed by stews, soups, and baked beans cooked in a hearth oven to be eaten with
hot crusty bread before the fire. The scores of recipes for these marvelous dishes are set down
in loving detail. We come to understand the values that formed the remarkable woman—her
love of nature, the pleasure of living with the seasons, the sense of community, the satisfactory
feeling that hard work was always rewarded by her mother’s good food. Having made us
yearn for all the good meals she describes in her memories of a lost time in America, Edna
Lewis shows us precisely how to recover, in our own country or city or suburban kitchens, the
taste of the fresh, good, natural country cooking that was so happy a part of her girlhood in
Freetown, Virginia.
"Ha presents ... comics that fully illustrate all the steps and ingredients necessary for all 64
[Korean] recipes in a ... concise presentation (with no more than 2 pages per recipe on
average). Recipes featured include easy kimchi (makkimchi), spicy bok choy
(cheonggyeongche muchim), and seaweed rice roll (kimbap), among many other dishes"-A historical crossroads in Central Asia, Uzbekistan and its cuisine reflect the range of
nationalities that form the country and continue to flourish there. The ingredients in many
Uzbek dishes include grape leaves from the Middle East, noodles from China, the meat pies of
India and soups and cakes from Russia. Uzbekistan's markets are laden with a colourful and
dazzling array of powdered spices such as cumin and red pepper, dried fruits and nuts,
fragrant melons, and traditional, golden flatbreads. This collection of some 175 authentic
Uzbek recipes includes chapters on salads and appetisers; soups; meat, poultry and fish main
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courses; vegetables; plovs (pilafs); noodles, dumplings, stuffed pies and pancakes; breads;
desserts; and drinks. Highlights include White Cheese Salad, Mung Bean and Rice Soup,
Steamed Beef Stew, Lamb Plov, and Walnut Stuffed Quinces. This unique book provides an
introduction to a little known and exciting cuisine through recipes tested and adapted for
American kitchens.
Winner of the Guild of Food Writers Food and Travel Award 2017 'This is a book to delight food
lovers, travel hounds and history buffs alike.' The Telegraph 'As an armchair traveler, I was led
by Caroline Eden's firsthand account of journeys to the Uzbek city of Samarkand and other
exotic destinations, then lured into the kitchen by Eleanor Ford's fine recipes' New York Times
'A particularly expansive and ambitious example of the genre. Imagine a Lonely Planet guide to
Uzbekistan and beyond, with a hundred recipes.' LA Times 'I am LOVING it! So interesting to
see so many familiar but also lesser known recipes! Beautiful pictures too! Love the styling!
Love it!' Sabrina Ghayour Over hundreds of years, various ethnic groups have passed through
Samarkand, sharing and influencing each other's cuisine and leaving their culinary stamp. This
book is a love letter to Central Asia and the Caucasus, containing personal travel essays and
recipes little known in the West that have been expertly adapted for the home cook. An array of
delicious dishes will introduce the region and its different ethnic groups - Uzbek, Tajik,
Russian, Turkish, Korean, Caucasian and Jewish - along with a detailed introduction on the
Silk Road and a useful store cupboard of essential ingredients. Chapters are divided into
Shared Table, Soups, Roast Meats & Kebabs, Warming Dishes, Pilavs & Plovs,
Accompaniments, Breads & Doughs, Drinks and Desserts. 100 recipes are showcased,
including Apricot & Red Lentil Soup, Chapli Kebabs with Tomato Relish, Rosh Hashanah Palov
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with Barberries, Pomegranate and Quince, Curd Pancakes with Red Berry Compote and the
all-important breads of the region. And with evocative travel features like On the Road to
Samarkand, A Banquet on the Caspian Sea and Shopping for Spices under Solomon's Throne,
you will be charmed and enticed by this region and its cuisine, which has remained relatively
untouched in centuries.
One of the Best Cookbooks of the Year as chosen by The Guardian, BookRiot, The Kitchn,
KCRW, and Literary Hub A dazzling celebration of Palestinian cuisine, featuring more than 80
modern recipes, captivating stories and stunning travel photography. Yasmin Khan unlocks the
flavors and fragrances of modern Palestine, from the sun-kissed pomegranate stalls of Akka,
on the coast of the Mediterranean Sea, through evergreen oases of date plantations in the
Jordan Valley, to the fading fish markets of Gaza City. Palestinian food is winningly fresh and
bright, centered around colorful mezze dishes that feature the region’s bountiful eggplants,
peppers, artichokes, and green beans; slow-cooked stews of chicken and lamb flavored with
Palestinian barahat spice blends; and the marriage of local olive oil with earthy za’atar, served
in small bowls to accompany toasted breads. It has evolved over several millennia through the
influences of Arabic, Jewish, Armenian, Persian, Turkish, and Bedouin cultures and
civilizations that have ruled over, or lived in, the area known as ancient Palestine. In each
place she visits, Khan enters the kitchens of Palestinians of all ages and backgrounds,
discovering the secrets of their cuisine and sharing heartlifting stories.
In this updated and greatly enlarged edition of her Book of Middle Eastern Food, Claudia
Roden re-creates a classic. The book was originally published here in 1972 and was hailed by
James Beard as "a landmark in the field of cookery"; this new version represents the
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accumulation of the author's thirty years of further extensive travel throughout the everchanging landscape of the Middle East, gathering recipes and stories. Now Ms. Roden gives
us more than 800 recipes, including the aromatic variations that accent a dish and define the
country of origin: fried garlic and cumin and coriander from Egypt, cinnamon and allspice from
Turkey, sumac and tamarind from Syria and Lebanon, pomegranate syrup from Iran,
preserved lemon and harissa from North Africa. She has worked out simpler approaches to
traditional dishes, using healthier ingredients and time-saving methods without ever sacrificing
any of the extraordinary flavor, freshness, and texture that distinguish the cooking of this part
of the world. Throughout these pages she draws on all four of the region's major cooking
styles: - The refined haute cuisine of Iran, based on rice exquisitely prepared and embellished
with a range of meats, vegetables, fruits, and nuts - Arab cooking from Syria, Lebanon, and
Jordan--at its finest today, and a good source for vegetable and bulgur wheat dishes - The
legendary Turkish cuisine, with its kebabs, wheat and rice dishes, yogurt salads, savory pies,
and syrupy pastries - North African cooking, particularly the splendid fare of Morocco, with its
heady mix of hot and sweet, orchestrated to perfection in its couscous dishes and tagines
From the tantalizing mezze--those succulent bites of filled fillo crescents and cigars, chopped
salads, and stuffed morsels, as well as tahina, chickpeas, and eggplant in their many
guises--to the skewered meats and savory stews and hearty grain and vegetable dishes, here
is a rich array of the cooking that Americans embrace today. No longer considered exotic--all
the essential ingredients are now available in supermarkets, and the more rare can be
obtained through mail order sources (readily available on the Internet)--the foods of the Middle
East are a boon to the home cook looking for healthy, inexpensive, flavorful, and wonderfully
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satisfying dishes, both for everyday eating and for special occasions.
'No-one will ever produce a richer, or more satisfying feast of the Jewish experience.' - Simon
Schama 'One can't imagine a better food book than this, ever: for the reader and the cook.' Nigella Lawson, Vogue 'THE BOOK OF JEWISH FOOD deserves its definitive article. It should
stand as the book for many years... It is not likely to be surpassed.' - The Telegraph 'Manna
from Heaven.' - Independent on Sunday
"What a deep dive this is into the world of spice. . . . And then the recipes! Recipes which allow
the reader to travel from Asia to the Middle East along the spice route, taking in so much flavor
and so much context on the way." --Yotam Ottolenghi Through 80 spice-infused recipes,
spectacular images, and a mouthwatering culinary journey along the ancient spice trail, awardwinning author Eleanor Ford's luscious new volume reveals how centuries of spice trading and
cultural diffusion forever changed the world's cuisine and how to best stock and enjoy spices in
your own home. From humankind's earliest travels, people have followed and sought out the
spice routes. These maritime trading trails, known as the Silk Road, acted as the central
nervous system of the world, enabling the flow of goods. In this richly illustrated volume,
Eleanor Ford uses recipes as maps as she takes readers on a culinary journey that weaves
through history and around the world. She dives deep into the making and spread of spices
from cardamom to cinnamon, ginger to sumac, and provides fascinating insights such as how
nutmeg unites dishes like Indian garam masala, Lebanese seven spice, French quatre epices,
Moroccan ras el hanout, and Middle Eastern baharat, lending its bittersweet, fragrant warmth
to them all. This unparalleled volume provides 80 flavorful recipes for entrees, appetizers,
sides dishes, and more, enabling you to make a divine garlic clove vegetable curry, jasmine
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tea-soaked chicken, Indonesian seafood gulai, as well as staple spice pastes and mixtures to
have on-hand. The result will enable you to stock up and to have a home kitchen rich in
international flavor and fragrance.
This book is at once an exploration, a celebration, and a little-known tale of unity. It presents
150 delicious vegetarian dishes that together trace a fascinating story of culinary linkage. As
renowned cookbook writer and teacher Najmieh Batmanglij explains, all have their origins
along the ancient network of trade routes known as the Silk Road, stretching from China in the
east to the Mediterranean in the west. On this highway moved not just trade goods but also
ideas, customs, tastes and such basics of life as cooking ingredients. The result was the
connecting and enrichment of dozens of cuisines. In Silk Road Cooking: A Vegetarian Journey,
Najmieh Batmanglij recounts that process and brings it into the modern kitchen in the form of
recipes that are venturesome and yet within reach of any cook. They are intended for
vegetarian, partial-vegetarian and non-vegetarian alike — anyone who is looking for balanced,
unusual and exceptionally tasty dishes. The book offers a wealth of information derived from
the author’s extensive research and her travels along the Silk Road during the past 25 years.
She complements the recipes with stories, pictures, histories of ingredients, and words of
wisdom from her favorite poets and writers of the region. The scope of her culinary journey of
discovery is vast — from Xian in China, to Samarkand in present-day Uzbekistan, to Isfahan in
Iran, to Istanbul in Turkey, and to the westernmost terminus of the ancient trade routes in Italy.
Her recipes — all of them personal favorites — include such exotic yet simple fare as Sichuan
Crispy Cucumber Pickles; Afghan c, a savory pastry stuffed with garlic chives; Persian
Pomegranate and Walnut Salad; Kermani Pistachio and Saffron Polow with Rose Petals;
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Chinese Hot and Sour Tofu Noodle Soup; Turkish Almond and Rice Flour Pudding; Uzbek
Candied Quince with Walnuts; and Sicilian Sour Cherry Crostata. Fortunately, all the
ingredients for these recipes can be obtained at local supermarkets and far
Winner, James Beard Award for Best Book of the Year, International (2017) Winner, IACP
Award for Best Cookbook of the Year in Culinary Travel (2017) Named a Best Cookbook of the
Year by The Boston Globe, Food & Wine, The Los Angeles Times, The New York Times, The
New York Times Book Review, The San Francisco Chronicle, USA Today, and The Wall Street
Journal “A reason to celebrate . . . a fascinating culinary excursion.” —The New York Times
Though the countries in the Persian culinary region are home to diverse religions, cultures,
languages, and politics, they are linked by beguiling food traditions and a love for the fresh and
the tart. Color and spark come from ripe red pomegranates, golden saffron threads, and the
fresh herbs served at every meal. Grilled kebabs, barbari breads, pilafs, and brightly colored
condiments are everyday fare, as are rich soup-stews called ash and alluring sweets like rose
water pudding and date-nut halvah. Our ambassador to this tasty world is the incomparable
Naomi Duguid, who for more than 20 years has been bringing us exceptional recipes and
mesmerizing tales from regions seemingly beyond our reach. More than 125 recipes, framed
with stories and photographs of people and places, introduce us to a culinary paradise where
ancient legends and ruins rub shoulders with new beginnings—where a wealth of history and
culinary traditions makes it a compelling place to read about for cooks and travelers and for
anyone hankering to experience the food of a wider world.
Winner of The IACP 2019 First Book Award presented by The Julia Child Foundation Like
Madhur Jaffrey and Marcella Hazan before her, Naz Deravian will introduce the pleasures and
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secrets of her mother culture's cooking to a broad audience that has no idea what it's been
missing. America will not only fall in love with Persian cooking, it'll fall in love with Naz.” Samin Nosrat, author of Salt, Fat, Acid, Heat: The Four Elements of Good Cooking Naz
Deravian lays out the multi-hued canvas of a Persian meal, with 100+ recipes adapted to an
American home kitchen and interspersed with Naz's celebrated essays exploring the idea of
home. At eight years old, Naz Deravian left Iran with her family during the height of the 1979
Iranian Revolution and hostage crisis. Over the following ten years, they emigrated from Iran to
Rome to Vancouver, carrying with them books of Persian poetry, tiny jars of saffron threads,
and always, the knowledge that home can be found in a simple, perfect pot of rice. As they
traverse the world in search of a place to land, Naz's family finds comfort and familiarity in pots
of hearty aash, steaming pomegranate and walnut chicken, and of course, tahdig: the crispy,
golden jewels of rice that form a crust at the bottom of the pot. The best part, saved for last. In
Bottom of the Pot, Naz, now an award-winning writer and passionate home cook based in LA,
opens up to us a world of fragrant rose petals and tart dried limes, music and poetry, and the
bittersweet twin pulls of assimilation and nostalgia. In over 100 recipes, Naz introduces us to
Persian food made from a global perspective, at home in an American kitchen.
Winner of the André Simon Food Book Award 2020 "Caroline Eden is an extraordinarily
creative and gifted writer. Red Sands captures the sights, tastes and feel of Central Asia so
well that when reading this book I was sometimes convinced I was there in person. A
wonderful book from start to finish." Peter Frankopan, author of The Silk Roads\ "Caroline
Eden, whose book Black Sea was showered with awards, is on the road again, this time
travelling through the heart of Asia. It’s not your usual cookbook, it’s more a travel book with
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recipes, the recipes acting as postcards which she sends as she meets new characters, most
of them involved with food... Eden travels quietly and lets you in on every encounter and every
bite. A moving... as well as a fascinating read." Diana Henry, Telegraph "Red Sands follows in
the footsteps of Caroline Eden's previous volume Black Sea. Both are pleasures to read,
triangulating journalism, literary writing, and cookbookery. The recipes are part of the reporting,
and Eden describes them as edible snapshots." Devra First, Boston Globe Red Sands, the
follow-up to Caroline Eden’s multi-award-winning Black Sea, is a reimagining of traditional
travel writing using food as the jumping-off point to explore Central Asia. In a quest to better
understand this vast heartland of Asia, Caroline navigates a course from the shores of the
Caspian Sea to the sun-ripened orchards of the Fergana Valley. A book filled with human
stories, forgotten histories and tales of adventure, Caroline is a reliable guide using food as her
passport to enter lives, cities and landscapes rarely written about. Lit up by emblematic
recipes, Red Sands is an utterly unique book, bringing in universal themes that relate to us all:
hope, hunger, longing, love and the joys of eating well on the road.
The long-awaited cookbook from an iconic New York restaurant, revealing never-beforepublished recipes Since its humble opening in 2005, Xi’an Famous Foods has expanded from
one stall in Flushing to 14 locations in Manhattan, Brooklyn, and Queens. CEO Jason Wang
divulges the untold story of how this empire came to be, alongside the never-before-published
recipes that helped create this New York City icon. From heavenly ribbons of liang pi doused in
a bright vinegar sauce to ï¬‚atbread ï¬?lled with caramelized pork to cumin lamb over handpulled Biang Biang noodles, this cookbook helps home cooks make the dishes that fans of
Xi’an Famous Foods line up for while also exploring the vibrant cuisine and culture of Xi’an.
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Transporting readers to the streets of Xi’an and the kitchens of New York’s Chinatown, Xi’an
Famous Foods is the cookbook that fans of Xi’an Famous Foods have been waiting for.
Since it was first published in 1973, Couscous and Other Good Food from Morocco has
established itself as the classic work on one of the world’s great cuisines, and in 2008 it was
inducted into the James Beard Cookbook Hall of Fame. From the magnificent bisteeyas
(enormous, delicate pies composed of tissue-thin, buttery layers of pastry and various fillings)
to endless varieties of couscous, Paula Wolfert reveals not only the riches of the Moroccan
kitchen but also the variety and flavor of the country itself. With its outstanding recipes,
meticulous and loving research, and keen commitment to the traditions of its subject, this is
one of those rare cookbooks that are as valuable for their good reading as for their inspired
food.
Winner of the Art of Eating Prize 2020 Winner of the Guild of Food Writers' Best Food Book
Award 2019 Winner of the Edward Stanford Travel Food and Drink Book Award 2019 Winner
of the John Avery Award at the André Simon Food and Drink Book Awards for 2018 Shortlisted
for the James Beard International Cookbook Award 'The next best thing to actually travelling
with Caroline Eden – a warm, erudite and greedy guide – is to read her. This is my kind of
book.’ – Diana Henry 'A wonderfully inspiring book about a magical part of the world' – Viv
Groskop, author of The Anna Karenina Fix ‘Part travelogue, part recipe book, this is a love
letter to “the sea that welcomes strangers”, soaked in colour, history, myth and the flavours of
many cultures.’ Nick Hunt author of Where the Wild Winds Are This is the tale of a journey
between three great cities – Odessa, built on a dream by Catherine the Great, through
Istanbul, the fulcrum balancing Europe and Asia and on to tough, stoic, lyrical Trabzon. With a
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nose for a good recipe and an ear for an extraordinary story, Caroline Eden travels from
Odessa to Bessarabia, Romania, Bulgaria and Turkey’s Black Sea region, exploring
interconnecting culinary cultures. From the Jewish table of Odessa, to meeting the last
fisherwoman of Bulgaria and charting the legacies of the White Russian émigrés in Istanbul,
Caroline gives readers a unique insight into a part of the world that is both shaded by darkness
and illuminated by light. Meticulously researched and documenting unprecedented meetings
with remarkable individuals, Black Sea is like no other piece of travel writing. Packed with rich
photography and sumptuous food, this biography of a region, its people and its recipes truly
breaks new ground.
A soulful tour of Palestinian cooking today from the Ottolenghi restaurants’ executive chef and
partner—120 recipes shaped by his personal story as well as the history of Palestine. NAMED
ONE OF THE BEST COOKBOOKS OF THE YEAR BY Forbes • Bon Appétit • NPR • San
Francisco Chronicle • Food Network • Food & Wine • The Guardian • National Geographic •
Smithsonian Magazine • Publishers Weekly • Library Journal “Truly, one of the best
cookbooks of the year so far.”—Bon Appétit The story of Palestine’s food is really the story of
its people. When the events of 1948 forced residents from all regions of Palestine together into
one compressed land, recipes that were once closely guarded family secrets were shared and
passed between different groups in an effort to ensure that they were not lost forever. In
Falastin (pronounced “fa-la-steen”), Sami Tamimi retraces the lineage and evolution of his
country’s cuisine, born of its agriculturally optimal geography, its distinct culinary traditions,
and Palestinian cooks’ ingenuity and resourcefulness. Tamimi covers the territory between the
Mediterranean Sea and the Jordan River—East Jerusalem and the West Bank, up north to the
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Galilee and the coastal cities of Haifa and Akka, inland to Nazareth, and then south to Hebron
and the coastal Gaza Strip—recounting his upbringing with eleven siblings and his decision to
leave home at seventeen to cook in West Jerusalem, where he met and first worked with
Yotam Ottolenghi. From refugee-camp cooks to the home kitchens of Gaza and the mill of a
master tahini maker, Tamimi teases out the vestiges of an ancient culinary tradition as he
records the derivations of a dynamic cuisine and people in more than 130 transporting
photographs and 120 recipes, including: • Hassan’s Easy Eggs with Za’atar and Lemon •
Fish Kofta with Yogurt, Sumac, and Chile • Pulled-Lamb Schwarma Sandwich • Labneh
Cheesecake with Roasted Apricots, Honey, and Cardamom Named after the Palestinian
newspaper that brought together a diverse people, Falastin is a vision of a cuisine, a culture,
and a way of life as experienced by one influential chef.

A New York Times Best Seller A Publishers Weekly Top Ten Cookbook (Fall 2014) "All
my life I have wanted to travel through Mexico to learn authentic recipes from each
region and now I don’t have to – Margarita has done it for me!" – Eva Longoria The first
truly comprehensive bible of authentic Mexican home cooking, written by a living
culinary legend, Mexico: The Cookbook features an unprecedented 700 recipes from
across the entire country, showcasing the rich diversity and flavors of Mexican cuisine.
Author Margarita Carrillo Arronte has dedicated 30 years to researching, teaching, and
cooking Mexican food, resulting in this impressive collection of Snacks and Street Food,
Starters and Salads, Eggs, Soups, Fish, Meat, Vegetables, Accompaniments, Rice and
Beans, Breads and Pastries, and Drinks and Desserts. Beautifully illustrated with 200
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full?color photographs, the book includes dishes such as Acapulco?style ceviche,
Barbacoa de Pollo from Hidalgo, classic Salsa Ranchera, and the ultimate Pastel Tres
Leches, each with notes on recipe origins, ingredients, and techniques, along with
contributions from top chefs such as Enrique Olvera and Hugo Ortega.
Steep verdant rice terraces, ancient rainforest and fire-breathing volcanoes create the
landscape of the world's largest archipelago. Indonesia is a travellers' paradise, with
cuisine as vibrant and thrilling as its scenery. For these are the original spice islands,
whose fertile volcanic soil grows ingredients that once changed the flavour of food
across the world. On today's noisy streets, chilli-spiked sambals are served with rich
noodle broths, and salty peanut sauce sweetens chargrilled sate sticks. In homes,
shared feasts of creamy coconut curries, stir-fries and spiced rice are fragrant with
ginger, tamarind, lemongrass and lime. The air hangs with the tang of chilli and burnt
sugar, citrus and spice. Eleanor Ford gives a personal, intimate portrait of a country and
its cooking, the recipes exotic yet achievable, and the food brought to life by stunning
photography.
Takes readers along on the author's 1999 journey through Uzbekistan, Kyrgyzstan, and
lands in Central Asia and China as she and three companions retrace more than 4,500
miles of the ancient Silk Road, describing the dangers, hardships, and extremes of the
land, as well as the friendship that they built, during an extraordinary eight-month
odyssey.
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At the heart of Central Asia lies a land where colossal mountains and sweeping valleys
sleep under a blanket of lush greenery. Crowned with golden palaces and wondrous
monuments, the architectural landscape of the region is so rich with detail, the
structures have been said to mirror the heavens themselves. One of the few
destinations on Earth where imagination aligns with reality, Uzbekistan flourishes with
unparalleled scenery and unforgotten traditions. The towns and cities are like 'open
museums', each edifice offering a unique and intricate aesthetic, each a testament to
diverse cultural influences and diverse periods of history. Nature and architecture have
a unique relationship, seemingly inspired by each other, as if they were trying to to
outdo each other with their beauty. Discover the beautiful colors, textures and flavors of
this incredible culture and journey through the cities of the Silk Road and the lands of
Alexander The Great with stunning original photography by Laziz Hamani.
Azerbaijani cuisine is one of the most ancient and varied in the world, rich with Eastern
European and Western Asian influences. Over one hundred mouth-watering recipes
are included in this book: from pilafs with apricots, dates and plums, aubergine kebab
and baked fish with walnuts to halva and sweet crescent pastries. With stunning recipes
and sumptuous photographs, The Azerbaijani Kitchen is a treat for food lovers and a
wonderful introduction to this exotic and delicious cuisine. Chef Tahir Amiraslanov is
president of the National Culinary Association in Azerbaijan. Leyla Rahmanova works
for the Golden Books publishing house in Baku, Azerbaijani.
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